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Abstract 

The earliest existing Chinese Buddhist manuscript found in the world, the 
Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra, was excavated at Toyuq in Turfan, and was dated the sixth year of 

Yuankang ⏒ㅆ⏼᧤296 CE), in the Western Jin. It was written by Dharmarak•a’s 

monk disciple Zhu Fashou 䶉㽤氥. (Figure 1, 1a) Who was one of the distinctive 

Buddhist scribes in Dharmarakśa 䶉㽤帆 translation team and was probably of Yuezhi or 
Indian origin. During the period when Buddhism was initially transmitted into China, 
historical documentation and archaeological findings both demonstrated that the sacred 
Buddhist writing by Buddhist monk scribes from Central Asia played a key role in 
transmission of Buddhism without borders. It also enhanced producing the diversity and 
vigorous calligraphic styles in China during 3rd to 5th century. However, before the 20th 
century, early Buddhist scribes or foreign calligraphers were unknown in history of 
Chinese calligraphy or official records. This paper presents a broader and more in-depth 
study of the extent and nature of the role of the Central Asian Buddhist scribes, as well as 
the significance of their calligraphic expertise to the history of Chinese calligraphers and 
calligraphy. 

1. Introduction : 

In the early 20th century, as many as 100,700 Buddhist manuscripts were 

excavated from Dunhuang and Turfan.*᧤Table 1᧥The time span of the 

Dunhuang and Turfan Buddhist manuscripts runs from the 3rd to the 13th 
centuries which makes it extremely valuable for the study of the historical, 

                                                 
* See Guo Feng ㇳ㌵.1991. ᢕᾆၞᢥ₰⊛৻⛱ว⛔⸘ (General Statistics of Documents Unearthed 
from Dunhuang and the Western Region), ᢕᾆቑポೀ (Journal of Dunhuang Studies), (1991-1: 63-76). The 
exact total number of the Turfan and Dunhuang manuscripts is still a mystery because the 
manuscripts were scattered in different countries’ collections, some were lost, and some are in private 
collections and unpublished. The data is mainly based on Guo Feng’s ㇳፄ statistics compiled in 1991, 
Fang Guangchang ᣇᑝ㍭ in 2003, and Xia Shengping ᄐ↢ᐔ in 2008.   
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cultural, and religious development of the Silk Road, as well as for the historical
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development of Chinese calligraphy. 

Table 1: Survey of number of Buddhist manuscripts excavated from Dunhuang 
and Turfan1 

Place  China Japan Russia Germany UK France Others Total  

Dunhang 
Manuscripts 

19,000 1,000 19,000  13,300 6,000  58,300 

Turfan 
Manuscripts 

12,000 8,000  200002 276  2,0033 42,400 

Among these numerous manuscripts, the earliest existing Chinese Buddhist 
manuscript found in the world, the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra, was excavated at Toyuq 

in Turfan, and was dated the sixth year of Yuankang ⏒ㅆ⏼᧤296 CE), in the 

Western Jin. The manuscript was first recorded in the Archive of Archeological 

Findings from the Western Region᧤Seiiki kōko zufu 導⩮劒♳⦥巫)4 by Otani 

Kozui᧤⮶廆⏘䛭 1876-1948), a Japanese explorer, who conducted archaeological 

explorations of the ancient Buddhist sites in Xinjiang, Gansu, and Tibet three 
times between 1902 and 1914. It was written by Buddhist monk scribe Zhu 

Fashou 䶉㽤氥᧤Figure 2᧥who was one of the Buddhist scribes in Dharmarakśa 

䶉㽤帆 translation team and was probably of Yuezhi or Indian origin. 

The translation of Buddhist scriptures into Chinese was the primary vehicle used 
to promote Buddhism from the early Eastern Han period㧔ca.1st century CE� 
onwards. During the initial stage, Buddhist scriptures were still transmitted and 
translated orally.5 Before the invention of printing technology, ancient texts were 
all copied or written by hand by scribes “xiejingsheng” ኮ⛫↢, who were either 
Buddhist monks, lay persons, professional calligraphers or scribes, named a 

                                                 
1 Ibid. 
2 3,400 pieces in Chinese. 
3 1,917 pieces in Chinese, Finland collection.  
4 㚅Ꮉ㤨ᙜ㧘ޝၞ⠨ฎ⼆ޞਅ㧔ᣣᧄ㧦⪇␠㧘1915 ᗮ6)㧘p. 3-4. The Archive of 
Archeological Findings from the Western Region –Seiiki kōko zufu㧔ၞ⠨ฎ⼆).  
5 Ren, vol.1, p.91, The Indo-Scythians conquered Bactria in the 2nd century BCE, and accepted the 
Bactrian culture. Buddhism was popular at the end of the first century BCE. It is probable that the 
Buddhist scriptures were orally transmitted into Chinese by missionaries during that time.  
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“bishou ╩ฃ, ╩”, or “shoushou ᚻฃ.”6 Many Buddhist monks or laymen from 
Central Asia played important roles in translating and writing the Buddhist texts. 
However, these scribes were largely unknown in history. So what is their 
identity!�If they were Chinese, their calligraphic style could also have the same 
aesthetic qualities of contemporary calligraphers who influenced them. If they 
were foreign Buddhists scribes or monks, quite obviously it would take a longer 
period of time for foreigners to practice and learn to write Chinese calligraphy 
than a native Chinese. Who, then, played the major role in teaching Buddhist 
scribes to write Chinese calligraphy? 

According to a comprehensive survey which focuses on the foreign monk 

translators and scribes ᧤bishou ䷕♦᧥in and before the 5th century, from literary 

records such as Sengyou Catalogue᧤⒉ₘ塞岧楕), the Biography of Eminent 

Monks᧤浧⍶⍂), A History of the Development of the Buddhist Canon from the Latter 

Han to the Sui Dynasties ᧤㸆ⅲₘ⺅侏), An Illustrated Record of Translated 

Scriptures Past and Present ᧤♳⅙巾倢⦥侏), indicates that in the very early stages, 

foreign monks assisted in the transcription of Buddhist texts by local Chinese or 
monks. (Table 2 )  Historical documentation shows that an increasing number of 
Central Asian Buddhist scribes joined the translation team of Dharmarakśa from 
the Western Jin. Of further significance is that after the time of Zhu Fashou in 292 
CE, some Central Asian and Sogdian scribes had acquired the ability to write 
Chinese calligraphy and join the translation team in the late 3rd to early 5th 
centuries.  

Table 2: Ethnicity & number of Buddhist scribes in the translation team 

Date Translation team Buddhist Scribes  Number of 
scribes 

    C W U 

Ca.181 An Xuan ₵  Yan Fotiao ྥ⺞ 1   

ca.㧙186 Lokak�ema ᡰ⼫ Foda ᄢ, Mengfu ቃ, 
Zhanglian ᒛ⬒ 

2  1 

224 Wei Qinan ⛽⒀㔍 Zhi Qian ᡰ⻞ 㧔active 223-253  1  

                                                 
6 Bishou ╩ฃ 㧔or ╩㧕 is the title of Buddhist scribe who takes down the oral recitation from the 
translation master. 
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Date Translation team Buddhist Scribes  Number of 
scribes 

CE㧕 

255 Zhi Qiangliangjie 
ᡰᒪធ 

Zhu Daoxing ┼㚌  1  

266-308 Dharmarakśa  
┼ᴺ⼔ 

Nie Chengyuan, ⡮ᛚ㆙, Zhang 
Xuanbo ᒛ₵ષ, Sun Xiuda ቊୃ㆐, 
Rong Xiye ᭢ᡣᬺ, Hou Wuying 
ଘή⧷, Zhang Shiming ᒛ, 
Zhang Zhongzheng ᒛખ, Nie 
Daozhen ⡮⌀, Zhe Xianyuan 
᛬㘌ర, Zhu Fashou ┼ᴺ㚂, Bo 
Yuanxin Ꮱరା, Zhi Fadu ᡰᴺᐲ, 
Zhao Wenlong ᢥ㦖, Kang Shu 
ᐽᱶ, Bo Faju Ꮱᴺ 

10 5  

291 Zhu Shixing ᧇ჻ⴕ Zhu Taixuan ᄥ₵, Zhou 
Xuanming ₵ 

2   

382-413 Zhu Fonian ┼ᔨ Tanjing ᦅ᥊, Sengdao ௯ዉ, Tanjiu 
ᦅⓥ, Sengrui ௯ซ, Huili ᘢജ, 
Sengmao ௯⨃, Daohan , 
Huisong ᘢ 㧔from Gaochang㧕  

 1 7 

383 Sa�ghabhadra 
௯ૄ〆Ẵ 

Huisong ᘢ, Zhimin ᥓᢅ, Zhao 
Wenye ᢥᬺ 

1 1 1 

397-398 Gautama 
Sa�ghadeva 
⍛ᦅ௯ૄឭᇎ 

Daozu , Daoci ᘏ 㧔╩ฃ㧕, 
Li Bao ᧘, Kang Hua 
ᐽൻ㧔ᦠ㧕 

1 1 
㧔S㧕  

2 

398 Buddhabhadra 
㚑〆㒚⟜ 

Faye ᴺᬺ, Huiyi ᘢ⟵, Huiyan 
ᘢྥ 

  3 

Ca.406 Vimalāk�a ඬ⟜ Huiguan ᘢⷹ   1 

412 Kumārajīva 㡀⟜ੲ Huigong ㉾ᘢᕶ, Sengqing ௯ , 
Sengqian ௯ㆫ, Baodu ᐲ, 
Huijing ᘢ♖, 
Faqin ᴺ᱄, Daoliu ᵹ, Sengrui 
௯ซ,  

Daohui ᕬ, Daobiao 㴵, 

Daoheng ᕡ, Sengzhao ௯⡸,7 

 1 14 

                                                 
7 “એᒄᆎᐕ㸁⊑ව྾ੑචਃᣣ,ᣈ੩ၔਯർㅖ㆔ਛᱝ⛫, ᴺᏧᚻၫ⢫ᧄญት⒌⸒, 
ౌ㉾⇣㖸ㄕᢥᣦ, ⒌₺るᡮ⥟⛫, 㛲ᓧᄬ, ⻁ㅢㅜ, မቬ⥌, ⥜⻉ኋ⥟⟵ᬺᴕ㐷㉾ᘢᕶ௯
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Date Translation team Buddhist Scribes  Number of 
scribes 

Tangui ᦅᥐ, Tanying ᦅᓇ, Bo 
Huirong ᏡᘢⲢ 

423 Buddhajīva 㚑ੲ Long Guang 㦖శ, Daosheng ↢, 
Dongan ᧲, Huiyan ᘢྥ 

  4 

421-439 Dharmak�ema 
ᦅή⼫ 

Hui Song ᘢ, Dao Lang ᦶ  1 1 

439 Buddhavarman 
ᶋ㒚〆 

Daotai ᵏ   1 

(Symbols of Nationalities: C–Chinese; W-Western Region; S-Sogdian; U-
Uncertain 

Having done careful research on numerous Buddhist manuscripts in the Lüshun 

Museum, Chinese scholar Wang Zhenfen 䘚㖾唻 compared the calligraphy of the 

Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra and The Sūtra on the Metaphor 巻⡊倢, dated the first year of 

Ganlu in the Former Qin 359 CE ⓜ䱵䞧槁⏒), ᧤Figure  3᧥ and identified the 

calligraphic style of the Buddhasa∝g ti Stra by Buddhist monk scribe Zhu 

Fashou as being in the Zhong You 昍僖 tradition of calligraphy,8 which was 

mainly used in writing official government documents of the Western Jin, ‘Jinshu 

Zhengxie 㣘㦇㷲,” or “Zhengshu Jinyan 㷲㦇㣘岏.”9 Owing to its authority, 

solemnity and faster writing speed than the official style of calligraphy, Standard 
Script, was not only used by government officials but was also adopted for 

                                                                                                                          
௯ㆫᐲᘢ♖ᴺ᱄ᵹ௯ซᕬ㴵ᕡᖢ╬⊖㙍ੱ, ⟵ᣦ, ክᢥਛ, ὼᓟᦠਯ, 

એᐕචੑචᣣ⋘, ᩞᱜᯰ, ᐕ྾ੑචਃᣣਫ⸣. ” Sengyou Catalogue, T55.53, b3-11. 
8 By the time of the Western Jin Dynasty, Zhong You’s ㎠❪� calligraphy of the standard script 
(zhangchengshu ┨⒟ᦠ) had been adopted as the government official writing style. In the Western Jin, 
the zhangchengshu ┨⒟ᦠ� in Zhong You tradition was called Jinshu Zhengxie ᦠᱜኮ, which was 
also used for writing sacred Buddhists texts. 
9 Wang, Zhenfen ₺ᝄ⧉, 2006. ᓬరᐽᐕ (296 CE㧕ኮᧄតኮ⛫㜚ਯḮ,㧔Research on the Origin 
of Buddhist Scripture’s Style: Based on the Manuscript of Buddhasa∝g ti Stra Dated the 6th year of 
Yuankang Reign of the Western Jin), ᦠᴺฌೀ (Calligraphy Series), 2006-6, Vol.94, ᢥ‛ ␠ 
Cultural Relics Publishing House, Beijing.p.1.  
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copying sacred books and writings, such as the Confucian classics and Buddhist 
stras, i.e., the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra.10  

Reviewing literary evidences from Sengyou Catalogue that specifically indicate 
that the calligraphic style used by Dharmarak�a and and Gautama 
Sa�ghadeva’s translation team before the 4th century was that of the Western Jin 

language (㷲㦇㣘岏), or the Standard Script zhengshu 㷲㦇, among which there 

are four sūtras written in the Standard Script of the Western Jin language; the 
data from Table 3 enables us to confidently conclude that the Standard Script was 
the main type of script used for copying Buddhist sūtras before the 4th century. 

Table 3: Four Sūtras in Standard Script in Sengyou Catalogueޝਃ⮥⸥㓸ޞ  

Time Buddhist Scribes Nationalities Buddhist Sutra Calligraphic 
style 

284 Rong Xiye 㰽㞫㯼 

Hou Wuying ଘή⧷ 

Chinese Yogācārabhūmi 
Sūtra 
ୃⴕ⛫ 

Standard 
Script ᱜᦠ 

290 Zhu Taixuan ᄥ₵ޔ�

Zhou Xuanming ₵ 
Chinese Pañcaviśati-

sāhasrikā-
prajñāpāramitā 
Sūtra శ⛫11 

Standard 
Script ᱜᦠ 

291 Nie Chengyuan ⡮ᛚ㆙ޔ 
Nie Daozhen ⡮⌀ 

Chinese Tathāgatamahkaru
öānirdeśa Sūtra  
ᅤૼᄢຟ⛫12 

Standard 
Script 
ᱜᦠ⸒ 

                                                 
10 A more detailed research about the use of Standard Script in Zhong You tradition in the Eastern 
Han period, please refer to my PhD thesis: TSUI Chung-hui (2010), A Study of Early Buddhist Scriptural 
Calligraphy㧙Based on Buddhist Manuscripts found in Dunhuang and Turfan㧔3-5 C)㧘Chapter 1. 
11ᇵ⒉ₘ塞岧楕☆7̗㟍⏘倢岧䶻ₘᇶ᧶ᇷ㍮㢣⮶淞櫃ぬ㧀⭺嫛ᇭⅴ䞧槁℣᧤260 CE᧥ 

⒉⹅⸇拢䍉㼨栏ᇭ⒉⫭導咂㡋桟⦚ᇭ㈦㷲❐㭄㦇ᇭ印㦻⃬◐䵯ᇭ⏼◐嚻殧岏ᇭ⃨⮹ㅆₘ᧤282CE᧥
ᇭ拲ㆮㆦⰑ㴏㣘ⷦ㽤毡抐倢印㦻咂㾪椌ᇭ⇞ₘᇭ㈸咂峀㢛ℛᇭ㈛咂椂䟨䟛⊘⨲㻃◦⺉ᇭⅴ⏒ㅆ⏒
℣㦗◐℣㡴᧤291CE᧥ᇭ䧍影劔䤕楕巿ᇭ㣘㦇㷲ᇭ㣑⪆印㦻劔ℝ桟㼨栏䎰♘刔⎹ⳕ⫭䶉♣墼♲⍂ᇭ
䯬⮹䘓⛷䘓㢝␀䷕♦ᇭ㷲㦇⃬◐䵯ᇭ⑰ℛ◐嚻ₒ◒⏼䤍ℛ◐岏ᇭᇸ᧤CBETA, T55, no. 2145, p. 47, 

c11-28᧥ 
12”రᐽరᐕ৾৾ᣣ, ιᾆ⪄⮋ᡰᴺ⼔, ᚻၫ⢫⛫,⛫ฬᅤૼᄢຟ, ญ⡮ᛚ㆙⌀ᱜᦠ⸒, એᐕ

ੑචਃᣣ⸣, ⼔ⷫ⥄ⷒ᜶, ⇧ᄢᴺశ㘌ᵹᏓ, ᡮ⠪,∔ᓧ❢ᜬᥰỈᅱᴺ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55, 63, 
b14-18. 
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Time Buddhist Scribes Nationalities Buddhist Sutra Calligraphic 
style 

397 Gautama Sa�ghadeva 
(translation)  
⍛ᦅ௯ૄឭᇎ 
Dao Ci ᘏ╩ฃ 
Kan Hua ᐽൻ㧘 
Li Bao ᧘ᦠኮ 

Chinese㧛Sogdian Mādhyamâgama 
ਛ㒙㌿⛫13 

Standard 
Script ᱜᦠ 

481 Dharma-jātayaśas 
ᦅૄ㒚⡍⥡ 

Central India Sutra of 
Innumerable 
Meanings 
ή㊂⟵⛫14 

Clerical Script 
㓯ᦠ 

2. Early Buddhist Scribes along the Silk Road 

It is furthermore noteworthy that Dharmarak�a was assisted by a group of 
various ethnics from Central Asia, India as well as native Han Chinese. A multi-
ethnic cultural translation team included around thirty more assistants or scribes 
from various geographical regions of Central Asia. Zhu Fashou was one of the 
foreign monk scribes in Dharmarak�a’s translation team. 

Through an analysis of the Table 2, we may classify the Buddhist scribes into 
three categories according to various ethnicities:㧔1㧕Chinese Buddhist scribes: 
the surnames of these scribes indicates they are Chinese;㧔2㧕Buddhist scribes 
from the Western Region 
including Sogdian�: the surnames of these scribes are 
Zhi ᡰ, Zhu ┼, Bo Ꮱ, Kang ᐽ…;㧔3㧕Uncertain ethnicity: their ethnicity cannot 
be identified from their names. Based upon the above literary resources, 
information about the Buddhist scribes and script forms used by the scribes 
when they copied the sūtras can be learned from its scrutiny.15  

                                                 
13̗௯ޝਃ⮥⸥㓸ޞ9㧦ޟὼᓟਫએ㓉రᐕৼ㈥ਯ㸁◐㦗◐㡴᧤397 ΑΔ㧕ޕᣈᬢᎺਤᬢ

Ꮊᴕ㐷⽖ޕ௯ૄឭヱ⢫ὑ⺧ޕᴕ㐷௯ૄ⟜⻠⢫ᧄ⾠⟕⺧ޕᑪᐽ❐⇇♖⥡ᦝᱝਛ㒙ޕ

ᘏ╩ฃ⛂⦚㧝⺅➟▥␀㦇ᇭ咂∕ℛ㒙㒛⃚㸁⏼㦗ℛ◐℣㡴ᇭ嗘㦻ⱚ岥ᇭ㷳₼棎㌿ಠ⺍ޕㇺචຠ

ਫ⥋ᐕㄆਊޕㆄᄢ㔍ᧂහᱜᦠᤨޕಽὑචޕวච৻⪦྾ජ⊖ੑචሼޕ⛫ੑ⊖ੑචੑޕ

ਯ㸁ޕᣇᓧᱜኮ᜶ቯᵹொޠޕ㧔CBETA㧘T55㧘no. 2145㧘p. 64㧘a11-20㧕 
⎕ޕனᏢᆖ⇛ᓬሶޕ⢘⟫⥄↢ޕᔮᱞ⇧ጊᲧਐᘢޟ㧦ޞਃ⮥⸥㓸�̗ή㊂⟵⛫ᐨ╙ੑචੑޝ14

ਯᣣὑァổਯᚲᓧޕᢞ㸁勿煯ᇭ䉈⃚ⷦ㥿娮奘ᇭ殙ὑஇሶޕଧኅޕଢൕ⧰᳞ޕධർㆆਇᠭ

ᄱ㓥ޕએ㥱ᑪరਃᐕ㧔481ΑΔ㧕ޕᓳ⸰ᄸ៓㆙⥋ᎨධޕᣈᑝᎺᦺ੪ኹޕㆄਛᄤ┼ᴕ㐷ᦅૄ㒚⡍⥡ޕ

ᚻ⢻㓮ᦠญ⸃㥱⸒ޠޕ㧔ΧΒΕΤΑ㧘T55㧘no. 2145㧘p. 68㧘a29-b6㧕 
15 See Appendix 4 in TSUI Chung-hui (2010). PhD thesis, p.423-425. 
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2.1. Chinese Buddhist Scribes  

The first Buddhist monk to assist An Shigao 㜞�
active 2nd century CE�16 in 
the transcription of Buddhist texts in the Eastern Han 
25-220 CE�, was the 
Chinese monk Yan Fotiao ྥ⺞� 
ca.117㧙197 CE�.17 In 148 CE, An Shigao 
㜞, went to Luoyang as a Parthian missionary where he established an 
informal translation group. He worked alongside An Xuan, ₵㧔active 181 
CE�, and Yan Fotiao.18 An Xuan was a merchant who went to Luoyang around 
185㧙189 CE.19 Yan Fotiao joined An Shigao and An Xuan to translate the sūtras, 
and translated the Ugradattapariprccha 㧔Fajing jing ᴺ㏜⛫�.20 During the 
translation Yan Fotiao wrote down bishou ╩ฃ, the oral translation of An Xuan.21 
This could have been a very early informal organization for translating Buddhist 
scriptures in China. There were some 35 Buddhist scriptures in 41 fascicles, and 
20 of these are still in existence.22  

There were other Chinese scribes who assisted the foreign monks during the 
initial stages. Among these were Meng Fu ቃ, Zhang Lian ᒛ⬒, and Foda ᄢ, 
according to records from Sengyou Catalogue. The Buddhist text translation teams 
were still on a small scale during these early stages. In the translation team of 
Lokak�emaᡰ⼫㧔ca.167 CE㧕, and Zhu Shuofo, ┼ᦳ 㧔active 178㧙189 CE�, 
the texts were translated by the two foreign monks and then written down by the 
Chinese scribes Meng Fu ቃand Zhang Lian ᒛ⬒� at Luoyang. The sūtras 

                                                 
16 An Shigao was a Parthian Buddhist monk translator, who was one of the earliest foreign monks to 
translate a large number of Buddhist texts into Chinese during the late Eastern Han.  
17  ₵⥜ᴕ㐷ྥ⺞, ᴺ㏜⛫,₵ญ⼎ᢥ, ⺞╩ฃ,ℂᓧ㖸ᱜ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 96 a14-15. 
18 Yan Fotiao was also the first monk in the history of Chinese Buddhism. 
”₵⥜ᴕ㐷ྥ⺞, ᴺ㏜⛫,₵ญ⼎ᢥ, ⺞╩ฃ,ℂᓧ㖸ᱜ, ⋘⛫ᓸᣦඅਯ⟵ㅀᓟઍ,⺞, ⥃᷐

ੱ,✊ᐕ㗧ᖗ, ᢅ⠰ᅢቑ, ାᘢ⥄ὼ,ㆀኅୃ,ㅢ⼎⛫ౖ㊀ᣈᤨ, Ⓐଘ, ㇺዄ, ⺞ਃੱொ⼎⯳ὑ

㔍➊, ⺞ᠠචᘢ, ਗொᣈ, Ⓐ, ⺞⛫⋭ਇᾘోᧄᅱᏁ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 96 a14-20. 
19 Ma Yong 㚍㓾. 1990. ᧲ṽᓟᦼૼ⪇ਛੱ⠨ 㧔Survey of Central Asian People went to China 
during the Late Eastern Han㧕 in ၞผᢥ‛ฌ⠨ 㧔Essays on History and Cultural Heritage of 
Western Region), ᢥ‛ ␠ Cultural Relics Publishing House, Beijing.p.5. 
20 Zurcher, p.34, '…the attribution is confirmed by Kang Seng-hui  ᐽ௯ᦩ 㧔mid. 3rd c.㧕' of Wu in the 
Three Kingdoms. 
21 According to the 6th chapter of the You Lu �: "…Yan Fotiao took down the dictation by An Xuan 
₵, the language of what he transmitted was archaic but achieved the meaning of Buddha's 
doctrine", 㧔…ㇺዄ [An Xuan ₵] ญ㒸, ྥ⺞╩ฃ, ⸒ᣢⓀฎ, ⟵ᓸᅱ.㧕. 
22 Mizuno, p.45. 
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included the Pratyutpannasamādhi Sūtra in 179 CE,23 the Ak�obhya-buddha-k�etra 
Sūtra 㒙㑔⛫, and the Mahāsa�ghata Sūtra ᄢ㓸⛫24… etc., in 186 CE. The 
translation team of two other Buddhist scribes consisted of Foda ᄢ, and 
Lokak�ema, who participated in the oral translation of the A��asāhasrikā-
prajñāpāramitā Sūtra ⴕ⛫ in 179 CE at Pusasi ⪄⮋ኹ� in the western Luoyang 
city.25 Although Foda’s ᄢ nationality is unknown, Meng Fu ቃand Zhang 
Lian ᒛ⬒ were native Chinese and pious Buddhists ᷡା჻�of Henan Province.26  

2.2. Buddhist Scribes from Central Asia 

From the above discussion we know that when Buddhism was transmitted to 
China from the Eastern Han onwards, many Buddhist monks or laymen from 
Central Asia played important roles in translating and writing the Buddhist 
texts.27 Most Buddhist texts were mainly introduced into China by Buddhist 
monks from the Western Region, such as Kāśyapamātanga ടᡤ㛛㧔active 
ca.67 CE㧙�, Dharmaratna ┼ᴺ⯗ 㧔active ca.67 CE㧙�, An Shigao 㜞 

d.ca.170 CE�,28 Lokak�ema ᡰ⼫ 㧔or ᡰᇋㄸ⼫ 147㧙185 CE�……etc., from 
Yuezhi, Central India, Parthia, Kucha, or the ancient Kushan Empire of the 
Central Asia.29 Chinese scholars presumed that the Yuezhi were probably a 

                                                 
ਃᤒ⛫, శੑᐕචᣣ㧔179 ΧΕ), ᄤ┼⪄⮋┼ᦳᣈᵡ㓁, ⪄⮋ᴺ⼔ᤨொ⥱⥸ ޞਃ⮥⸥㓸ޝ23

⸒⠪, ᡰ⪄⮋ᡰ⼫⥜, ᴡධᵡ㓁ቃሼర჻, 㓣ଂ⪄⮋,ᒛ⬒ሼዋ╩ฃ,ᓟ᥉⪺, ᑪචਃᐕ�ᣈ
ኹਛ᜶ቯᖅౕ⿷, ᓟኮ⠪,⊝ᓧධή, ⸒, ᑪਃᐕ㸁⦷㒙⏺㦗⏺㡴 㧔208 ΧΕ㧕 ᣈ⸵ኹ᜶ቯ.
” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 48 c10-16, 
24  ᴕ㐷ᡰᇋㄸ⼫, ᡰੱ, ᠲⴕ⚐ᷓᕈᐲ㐿ᢅ, ⒭ᜬᴺᚓ⻈⺍⟲⛫, ᔒትᒄㆆᣇൻ‛, એ᪂Ꮲᑪరᐕ

㸁㶰ₐℴ, ⥋㕆Ꮲਛᐔਃᐕ㸁㶰₨, ᣈᵡ㓁⼎㒙㑔⛫㧔ੑ㧕ᄢ㓸⛫㧔ੑච৾), ⥸⧯ⴕຠ⛫ 

㧔ච), 㚂ᬭྥ⛫ 㧔ੑ), ገ⌀㒚⟜ዦ⛫ 㧔ੑ㧕㒙㑭₺⛫ 㧔ੑ㧕ή㊂ᷡ᷋⛫ 㧔ੑ㧕ሿᧄ⛫ 㧔

ੑ), ⥸⥱ਃᤒ⛫ 㧔ੑ), ฎຠㆮᣣ崹咻啴倢 㧔৻), Ⓧ⛫ 㧔৻), ⟑⛫ 㧔৻), ⥸ᵆᵳ⛫ 㧔

৻), 㒙㑭₺ㅒ⛫ 㧔৻㧕ᴕ⛫ 㧔৻), ⏶塞䤍❐倢 㧔৻), ᄢᣇଢႎᕲ⛫㧔৻), శਃ

ᤒ⛫ 㧔৻), ④⛫ 㧔৻), 㔈⼌⡊倢 㧔৻), 㒙⢒₺ᄥሶჴ⋡࿃�⛫ 㧔৻), ❢ੑච৻ㇱวචਃ,

ክᓧᧄᣦᦦਇട㘼, น⻐ༀትᴺⷐᒄਯ჻, ᴡධᷡା჻ቃᒛ⬒╬╩ฃ.”An Illustrated Record of 
Translated Scriptures Past and Present, T55. 348 c6-20,  
⼫శੑᐕචᣣ, ᴡධᵡ㓁ቃర჻ญ, ᄤ┼⪄⮋┼ᦳᤨொ⸒⠪⼎, ᡰ⪄⮋ᡰ ޞਃ⮥⸥㓸ޝ25

ᤨଂ⠪ධ㓁ᒛዋධᶏሶ⏉, ഥ⠪ቊឭ┙, ᱜశੑᐕචᣣᵡ㓁ၔ⪄⮋ኹਛᴕ㐷ᄢኮਯ.” 
Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 47 c5-9, 
26 See Appendix 4 in TSUI Chung-hui (2010). PhD thesis, p. 423-425. 
27 Lin Meicun ᨋ᪢, 1995. ၞᢥ--⠨ฎ ᳃ᣖ ⺆⸒ቬᢎᣂ⺰ New Theory of Civilization of the 
Western Region, Archaeology, Ethnicity, Language and Religion, p. 4. 
28 Chen, p.43. An Shigao 㜞 arrived at Luoyang during the reign of Emperor Huan 
᧲ṽ᪂Ꮲ㧔ca.148 CE㧕. 
29 Mizuno, p.45, "Lokakshema, who went to China at about the same time as An Shigao, was born in 
Kushan, a large country that spread from Central Asia to northwestern India and was the most 
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branch of the Tocharian, who were active between Dunhuang and the Qilian 
Mountain. Due to their multicultural background these Buddhist monks were 
quite familiar with the various Central Asian languages.30 Yang Fuxue suspected 
that the early translation of Buddhist scriptures used various languages, such as 
Tocharian, Sanskrit or Pali.31 The earliest languages of Buddhist scriptures 
probably used were Tocharian A㧔in Gaochang and Qarasahr Ὣ⠫�, and 
Tocharian B㧔which was popular in Kucha�.32  

What is worthy of note from the list in Table 2, is that the number of foreign 
Buddhist scribes gradually increased from the 3rd century onwards. Buddhist 
scribes’ nationalities can be ascertained from their family names, since their 
various surnames represented their geographic origins. Those Buddhist monks 
and translators might be good with several different kinds of Central Asian 
languages as well as Chinese.   

However, what kind of Chinese writing script was adopted by Buddhist monk 
translators to write down the sacred texts during the period when Buddhism was 

initially transmitted into China? According to Ouyang Zhongshi 㷟椌₼䪂, 

“Clerical Script 䆱楇 evolved gradually from Seal Script 乕㦇and was in common 

use among the people during the late Warring States period (221-207 BCE). It 
reached its mature stage after the reign of Han Emperor Wu (140-87 BCE).”33 

Scholars such as Hua Rende 噾ⅉ㉆,34 generally believe that the gradual 

transformation of the mature Clerical Script 楇㦇 into Running Script 嫛㦇, Draft 

Cursive Script 䵯嗘 and Standard Script 㷲㦇 during the middle to late Han 

                                                                                                                          
powerful nation in the area. … Lokakshema went to China and at Luoyang translated into Chinese 12 
scriptures in 27 fascicles. 
30 Yang, p.181. 
31”ᡰᮝㄸ⼫, ੦⋥ᡰ⼫,ᧄᡰੱ, ᠲⴕ⚐ᷓᕈᐲ㐿ᢅ, ⒭ᜬᴺᚓએ♖ᙡ⪺Ⓐ, ⻈⺍⟲⛫ᔒሽትᴺ, ṽ㕆Ꮲ

ᤨㆆᣈ㔁㓁એశਛᐔਯ㑆, ொ⼎ᢥ, ⥸⧯ⴕ⥸⥱㚂ᬭྥ╬ਃ⛫,  ᤨᄤ┼ᴕ㐷┼ᦳ, ੦એṽ㕆

ਯᤨ,㥳ⴕ⛫, ૼㆡ㔁㓁, හヱὑṽ,   ᤨఝᇎႧ₵, ᕷੱ, ᕈ⽵⊕, ᷓᴉℂ⥌, ඳ⺍⟲⛫ᄙ

ᚲㅢ⠌, ੦એṽ㕆ਯᧃ, ㆆ⾘㔁㓁, એഞ⯳ᦚ㛉ㇺዄ, ᕈ�㕏�ᕶ,ᏱએᴺὑᏆછ,ẋ⸃ṽ⸒, ᔒት⛫ౖ, Ᏹ
⥜ᴕ㐷⻠⺰⟵, ᚲ⻐ㇺዄ⠪,₵⥜ᴕ㐷ྥ⺞ᴺ㏜⛫, ₵ญ⼎ᢥ, ⺞╩ฃ, ℂᓧ㖸ᱜ⋘⛫ᓸ

ᣦ, අਯ⟤ㅀᓟઍ….” Biography of Eminent Monks, T50.324, b13. 
32 Lin Meicun ᨋ᪢, (1995: 3).  
33 Ouyang Zhongshi ᱏ㓁ਛ⍹. 2008. Chinese Calligraphy, p.59.  
34 Hua Rende ⪇ੱᓾ. 2009. ਛᦠᴺผ−ౌṽ 㧔History of Chinese Calligraphy), ᳯ⯃ᢎ⢒ ␠ 
Education Press of Jiangsu Province. P. 15. 
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dynasty (25-220 CE᧥constituted the first peak in the history of Chinese 

calligraphy and exerted profound influence on the calligraphy of ensuing 
generations. As such, it led to a bloom of calligraphers during the Han Dynasty 
and marked the first peak period of calligraphy in Chinese history.35 (Figure 4) 

Due to the different cultural and language backgrounds, at the start the Buddhist 
scribes who assisted in writing the texts were local Chinese. As Buddhism grew 
in popularity more foreign monks or Buddhists also learned Chinese calligraphy 
as scribes and joined translation teams or copied stras for circulation. One must 
take into consideration that it took time for foreign monks to become proficient in 
writing Chinese calligraphy. The Buddhist scribes or calligraphers from the 
Western Region really made great contributions to the transmission of the 
doctrine of Buddhism in Chinese history. However, they were largely unknown 
in the traditional history of Chinese calligraphy.  

Some of them were translators, while some practiced Chinese calligraphy of high 
quality as professional Buddhist scribes. Some of them were also good in writing 
Chinese calligraphy because their ancestors had immigrated to China 
generations previously,36 such as Kang Senghui ᐽ௯ᦩ, Zhi Qian ᡰ⻞,37 and 
Dharmarakśa ┼ᴺ⼔38 … etc. They learned Chinese calligraphy with the utmost 
devotion, respect, and perseverance so that they may help to spread the 
teachings of the Buddha.  

2.2.1. Zhi Qian ᡰ⻞ᡰ⻞ᡰ⻞ᡰ⻞ 

The very early foreign Buddhist translator and scribe was Zhi Qian ᡰ⻞㧔active 
223㧙253 CE�. Zhi Qian was of Yuezhi origin and was the earliest foreign upāsaka 
translator.39 He was also a skillful scribe40 during the end of the Eastern Han until 

                                                 
35 Hua Rende ⪇ੱᓾ. (2009: 14-15). 
36  ᐽ௯ᷗ,ᧄၞੱ, ↢ᣈ㐳,⽩㔃ੱ⺆ኪਛ,  Βιογραπηψ οφ Εµινεντ Μονκσ, Τ50. 346 χ28−29.  
37  ᓟᴕ㐷⛽⒀㔍⠪, ᄤ┼ੱ, એቊᰨ�ᱞਃᐕ㥳ᦅ㋬⛫⢫ᧄૼ⥋ᱞ, ᦅ㋬හᴺฏ⛫, ᤨᡰ⻞⺧

⛫, ਫห┼ዂἻொ⼎,⻞ኮὑṽᢥ,” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 96 a22-25. 
38 See Sengyou Catalogue 㧔T55.97c20㧕. 
39“ᤨቊᰨᏇᳯᏀ,⠰ᢎᧂⴕ,వఝᇎႧᡰ⻞,ሼᕶ,৻ฬ,ᧄᡰੱ,ૼㆆṽႺ,ೋṽ᪂㕆ਯᡰ⼫

,⼎⌔⛫,ᡰ੫ሼ♿,⾗ቑᣈ⼫,⻞ฃᬺᣈ੫,ඳⷷ⛫☋⩨ਇ♖ⓥ,㑆પ⮫ᄙᚲ⛱⠌,ㆉቑ⇣ᦠㅢ

⺆,ὑੱ⚦㐳㤤≞,⌒ᄙ⊕⠰⌢�,ᤨੱὑਯ⺆ᦚ,ᡰ㇢⌒ਛ�,ᒻゖ㔃⚦ᤚᥓྱ,ṽ₰ᧃㆱ⛂,ቊᰨ⡞

ᚽᘢ,ถᖂਯ,ὑඳ჻,テዉ᧲ች,”Biography of Eminent Monks, T50. 325 a17-26. 
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the period of the Three Kingdoms. Zhi Qian’s ancestors had immigrated to China 
from Yuezhi in the time of the Emperor Ling in the Eastern Han, 
᧲ṽ㕆Ꮲ㧔r.156㧙189 CE�. He had been well educated in the traditional Chinese 
culture since childhood, and had also studied Sanskrit when he reached 
adulthood. In the latter period of the Emperor Xian of the Eastern Han 
᧲ṽ₰Ꮲ㧔r.189㧙220 CE�, when the Luoyang area was in chaos, Zhi Qian 
escaped to the Wu Kingdom in the south. In 224 CE, he joined the translation 
team of Wei Qinan ⛽㔍 and Zhu Jiangyan ┼ዂἻ who were both from India.41 
These two Indian monks were not well versed in Chinese, which left the assigned 
task of writing down Dhammapada in the Chinese of the Wu Kingdom to Zhi 
Qian.42 According to the Sengyou Catalogue, Zhi Qian escaped together with a 
group of his countrymen to the southern Wu Region during the latter period of 
the reign of the Emperor Xian of the Eastern Han, r.189㧙220 CE, when chaos 
was spreading in Luoyang throughout the northern area. Zhi Qian received most 
of his formal education in Central China where the influence of Zhong You 
calligraphy was pervasive. Zhi Qian was renowned for his linguistic skills, being 
fluent in six languages. Zhi Qian’s talent and abilities greatly impressed the ruler 
Sun Quan, ቊᰨ 㧔182㧙252 CE㧕 of Wu who appointed him as a prince tutor.43 
This record illustrates the very high level achievement of Zhi Qian’s Chinese 
calligraphy and literature.  

The record in the An Outline of Historical Researches into the Śākya Family Lineage 

Shi shi ji gu lue, ㉾᳁Ⓚฎ⇛�,44 states that Zhi Qian went to the southern Wu area 

                                                                                                                          
40 “⛂煒㷵ℛ᧤223 CE), ၞ᳁ఝᇎႧᡰ⻞, ሼᕶ, ඳⷷ⛫☋ㆆᵡ㇁, 㤤≞⌒ᄙ⊕⌢�.ᤨ⺆ᦚ, 

ᡰ㇢⌒ਛ�,ᒻ㔃ዊᤚᥓྱ,ㆱᱩ⛂,⛂㌔⃚㕫ὑඳ჻,⼎⛫৻⊖ੑචㇱಠ৻⊖චੑ.⻞ฃᬺᣈ

ᡰ੫,੫ሼ♿, ੫ฃᬺᣈᡰ⼫.⻐ᄤਅඳ⍮ਇਃᡰ.”An Outline of Historical Researches into the Śākya 
Family Lineage ᒄ㓸. T49. 770b20-26. 
41 Zhi Qian translated many Buddhist sūtras, two of the important texts were Vimalakīrtinirdeśa 
Sūtra ⛽⛫ and the Stra of Perfect Enlightenment ℰᙥᧄ⛫.  
42“એቊᰨ�ᱞਃᐕ㥳ᦅ㋬⛫⢫ᧄૼ⥋ᱞ,ᦅ㋬හᴺฏ⛫,ᤨᡰ⻞⺧⛫,ਫห┼ዂἻொ⼎,⻞ኮ

ὑṽᢥ.ᤨἻᧂༀṽ⸒,㗓ਇ⋘,ὼᔒሽ⟵ᧄㄭᣈ⾰,ኪᚲொᴺฏᤚ.⊕ᑧ⠪,ਇ⍮⸵ੱ,㝵ᱜᆎਯᧃ㊀

⼎㚂ᬭྥ,㗇⾶㒰ἴᖚ⛫ಠਃㇱ.”Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 96a23-28. 
43“ṽ₰ᧃㆱᣈ⛂,ቊᰨ⡞ᚽᘢ,ถᖂਯ,ὑඳ჻,テዉ᧲ች,⥜㖡ᦐ⻉ੱ⋘ආ⋉,ૉ↢⥄ᄖၞ,

⛂㉦ₜ憘.”Biography of Eminent Monks, T50.325a25-27. 
44 “⛂煒㷵ℛ 㧔223CE㧕 , ၞ᳁ఝᇎႧᡰ⻞, ሼᕶ, ඳⷷ⛫☋ㆆᵡ㇁, 㤤≞⌒ᄙ⊕⌢�,ᤨ⺆ᦚ, 

ᡰ㇢⌒ਛ�,ᒻ㔃ዊᤚᥓྱ,ㆱᱩ⛂,⛂㌔⃚㕫ὑඳ჻,⼎⛫৻⊖ੑචㇱಠ৻⊖චੑ,⻞ฃᬺᣈ

ᡰ੫,੫ሼ♿,੫ฃᬺᣈᡰ⼫,⻐ᄤਅඳ⍮ਇਃᡰ 㧔ᒄ㓸㧕 ,”An Outline of Historical Researches 
into the Śākya Family Lineage, T49.770b20-26. 
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from Luoyang between 189 and 220 CE. He translated 129 volumes bu ㇱwith a 
total of 152 fascicles juan �of Buddhist sūtras, fifty-three of which are still in 
existence. Zhi Qian’s translation project was mainly carried out in the south. 
Some early important texts, such as the Vimalakīrti Nirdeśa Sūtra ⛽⛫, and 
the Stra of Perfect Enlightenment ℰᙥᧄ⛫, were translated by Zhi Qian. There 
may have been other scribes working together as a collaborative team to assist in 
such a large project.  

However, very little record is known about him and other foreign monks in 
official Chinese history because they were foreigners.45 Zhi Qian’s translations 
and transcriptions of Buddhist texts were made in the south. The Buddhist 
calligraphy of a man of his stature surely did not go unnoticed and had an 
influential effect in the southern region. According to my research of early 
Buddhist scriptural calligraphy, the mature Standard Script of the Zhong You 
tradition had been created in 176 CE during the Eastern Han period.46 
Archaeological findings proved that it was adopted as government official 
writing as well as for the public daily usage in north and south China. 

A comprehensive review of the Dunhuang and Turfan Buddhist manuscripts did 
not find any fragments or manuscripts bearing dates before 300 CE which were 
attributed the sūtras translated by Zhi Qian. The earliest extant dated Buddhist 
manuscript of a stra whose translation is attributed to Zhi Qian was dated to 368 

and 373 CE in the Former Liang ⓜ䁋 Dhammapada 㽤♴倢. (Figure 5) The 

calligraphic style of the manuscript of Dhammapada is very close to a non-

Buddhist text᧩the manuscript Biography of Sun Quan (in History of the Kingdom 

of Wu) ₘ⦚㉦⛂ⷺ㶙⍂, which was unearthed from ancient city Yingsha 

喀㼨㟔⩝ in Turfan in 1965 and dated to the early fourth century. (Figure 5a, 5b) 

The calligraphy of both manuscripts still retained strong implication with the 
archaic style of bamboo slips in the Han dynasty. 

As mentioned above, the earliest Buddhist manuscript Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra was 
written by Zhu Fashou in 296 CE in the Zhong You ㎠❪ tradition of calligraphy. 
(Figure 6, Figure 6a) We observed that some fragments were Buddhist texts 

                                                 
45 Ibid  
46 See TSUI Chung-hui (2010). PhD thesis, Chapter 1. 
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originally translated by Zhi Qian and then copied in the Zhong You calligraphic 
tradition. The calligraphy also preserved the archaic style of the usage of bamboo 
slips during the Han dynasty. 

2.2.2. Zhu Fashou ┼ᴺ㚂┼ᴺ㚂┼ᴺ㚂┼ᴺ㚂 

One of the distinctive foreign Buddhist scribes in Dharmarakśa 䶉㽤帆 

translation team to draw our attention is Zhu Fashou 䶉㽤氥, who was probably 

of Yuezhi or Indian origin. According to a comprehensive survey from Sengyou 
Catalogue which focuses on the foreign monk translators and scribes in and 
before the 5th C (Table 2), historical documentation shows that an increasing 
number of foreign Buddhist scribes joined the translation team of Dharmarakśa 
from the Western Jin. Of further significance is that after the time of Zhu Fashou 
in 292 CE, more foreign and Sogdian scribes had acquired the ability to write 
Chinese calligraphy and join the translation team in the late 3rd to early 5th 
centuries.  

The Buddhist manuscript, Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra, was excavated at Turfan in the 
early 20th century. This manuscript has been determined to be the earliest 
Chinese Buddhist manuscript in existence, translated by Dharmarakśa and 

written by his disciples, Nie Chengyuan 包㔎拯᧤from Luoyang᧥and Zhu 

Fashou 䶉㽤氥. It was written in the Western Jin style, using the Standard Script 

“zhengshu” of the Zhong You 昍僖 (ca.151-230 CE) tradition, dated 296 CE, four 

years later than the date of the original translation 292 CE. Hence, it was written 
about 60 years after Zhong You had passed away. It is the earliest example 
discovered to date of the Standard Script style which includes the exact date and 
name written on paper from the Western Jin period. 

According to records in the Senyou Catalogue, Zhu Fashou ┼ᴺ㚂joined 
Dharmarakaś translation group three times.㧔Table 4㧕 His first joining was in 
292 CE, at Luoyang, to translate the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra,47 his second in 294 CE 

at Jiuquan ㈬ᴰ, to translate Acaladharmamudrā Sūtra ⡛ᴺශ⛫�and the third 

                                                 
47 See Appendix 4 (Buddhist scribes/calligraphic styles in translation teams, 181-439 CE) in TSUI 
Chung-hui (2010). PhD thesis, p.423-425. 
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time was to translate the Tathāgatajñānamudrāsamādhi Sūtra 崹㏶◿ₘ㢶倢 and 

Sarvavaipulyavidyāsiddhi Sūtra 崹䉮嶇㡈䷘⸇倢 respectively. 

Table 4: Main Buddhist scribes in Dharmarakśa’s translation team 


The scribes listed in the table who had joined the translation team to write 
down more than two Buddhist sūtras㧕 

Buddhist Scribes Year Sūtras 

Nie Chengyuan, 包㔎拯 266 Suvikrāntacinti-devaputra-parip�cchā Sūtra 檗䦮⮸倢 

Nie Chengyuan 286 Pañcavi�śati-sāhasrikā-prajñāramitā Sūtra ⏘帩咻啴倢 

Nie Chengyuan 286 Saddharma-pu��arīka Sūtra 㷲㽤噾倢 

Nie Chengyuan 289 Vimaladattāparip�cchā Sūtra 楱⨱㡌Ⰲ倢 

Nie Daozhen 包拢䦮 289 Paramārthasamvrtisatyanirdesa Sūtra 
ᢥᱶᏧ᷋ᓞ⛫ 

Nie Daozhen  289 Mañjusriśrivikurvāņapanvarta Sūtra 淣投倢 

Nie Daozhen  291 Śūramgamasamādhi Sūtra 㚂ᬭྥਃᤒ⛫ 

Nie Chengyuan, 
Nie Daozhen  

291 Tathāgatotpattisambhavanirdeśa Sūtra Ⱁ∕咗櫾倢 

Zhu Fashou 䶉㽤氥, 

Nie Chengyuan  

292 Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra 嶇⇪尐楕倢 

Zhu Fashou 294 Acaladharmamudrā Sūtra 勥㽤◿倢 

Zhu Fashou  294 Tathāgatajñānamudrāsamādhi Sūtra ⇪崹㏶◿ₘ㢶倢 

Zhu Fashou 294 Sarvavaipulyavidyāsiddhi Sūtra ⇪崹䉮嶇㡈䷘⸇倢 

Nie Chengyuan 297 Daśabhūmika Sūtra 䇇⌨⒖㤉倢 

In 292 CE, Zhu Fashou and Nie Chengyuan worked together to write down the 
Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra at Luoyang ᵡ㓁. Because there is no record of Nie 
Chengyuan traveling to Dunhuang or Jiuquan ㈬ᴰ, Chen Guocan 㒸῏�

speculates that the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra was copied by Zhu Fashou at Jiuquan 
first in 296 CE, and then brought to Turfan subsequently.48 Thus, the manuscript 

                                                 
48 Chen Guocan 㒸῏, 1983. ฯ㞉⇟⊛ᱼ⥜ᢕᾆ㜞௯┼ᴺ⼔⊛⼎⛫⠨⇛, 㧔A Brief Examination 
of the Buddhasa∝g ti Stra Found at Turfan and the sūtra Translated by the Eminent Monk of 
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of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra was probably a copy made by Zhu Fashou primarily 
for circulation purposes. The colophon of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra is the earliest 
record of the transcription of a Buddhist sūtra into Chinese. The fragment is still 
well preserved today, with 18 lines of characters written in ink, with five lines of 
colophons with the dates, names of the scribes, number of characters, and a wish 
for this sūtra to be spread widely. It was recorded that: 

“On the twelfth day of the first month of the second year of the Yuan-kang 

(12th Jan. 292 CE), the Yuezhi bodhisattva Dharmarakśa᧤Fahu 㽤帆), holding in 

his hand …conferred it upon Nie Chengyuan 包㔎拯 and the upādhyāya, disciple, 

śrama�a Zhu Fashou 䶉㽤氥who took it down in writing bishou ䷕ [♦]). May this 

sūtra be spread in ten directions [so that others] will carry out the magnanimous 

[work of] conversion᧤㓃⇸ㆧ▥᧥and quickly achieve…. this was copied on the 

eighteenth day of the third month of the sixth year of the Yuankang reign period 

᧤18th Mar., 296 CE). Altogether there are three scrolls and twelve chapters 

totaling 19,596 characters.”49  

“□ㅆℛᗮ㷲㦗◐ℛ㡴, 㦗㞾噸堸㽤帆㓚⪆□  

 □㘗包㔎拯 ✛ₙㆮ㼨栏䶉㽤氥䷕□  

□□ᘈ㷳倢をᘪ◐㡈, 㓃⇸ㆧ▥, 抮㒟□□ 

⏒ㅆᘱᗮₘ㦗◐⏺㡴め 

⑰ₘ嚻 ᧤☆᧥ ◐ℛ䵯⚗嚻⃬◒℣䤍⃬◐ᘱⷦ” 50 

The inscription records that “Nie Chengyuan took down in writing bishou;51 and 

                                                                                                                          
Dunhuang Dharmarakśa), ᢕᾆቑポೀ㧔Collected Articles on Dunhuang Studies〕 Lanzhou, (1983-4: 
6-13).  
49 English translation after Boucher, Daniel J. PhD thesis p.81. Buddhist translation procedures in 
third-century China: A study of Dharmaraksa and his translation idiom, UNIVERSITY OF 
PENNSYLVANIA㧔0175), 1996. 
50 Boucher, Daniel J. (1996: 81), The character “⪦” was a writing error by Zhu Fashou. The correct 
character is “” (scroll). 
51 There is one character lost in this sentence, it could be “ญ” or “╩.” Nie Chengyuan helped 
both dictation and writing down the translation from Dharmarakśa ┼ᴺ⼔because he was also good 
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the upādhyāya disciple, śrama�a Zhu Fashou 䶉㽤氥 bi [wrote, copy].” 

(䷕㘗包㔎拯✛ₙㆮ㼨栏䶉㽤氥䷕).᧤Figure 2᧥  

Zhu Fashou deliberately wrote down his dedicatory prayer 㧔fayuanwen 
⊔㗿ᢥ㧕as a postscript of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra which reads: 

“May this stra be spread in the ten directions so that others will carry out 
the magnanimous work of conversion㧔ᚬᒄൻ㧕and quickly achieve…”  

Close examination of the manuscript of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra shows that it was 
copied in the very standard and reverent format of Buddhist sūtra calligraphy. 
Comparisons made with Zhu Fashou’s calligraphy of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra 
show it too was done in a very orderly and precise handwriting using the 
Standard Script. Each stroke was made in a very careful and deferential manner. 
Zhu Fashou’s calligraphy was described by Sengyou in Sengyou’s Catalogue as 
being, “very tidy calligraphy with a dense structure ᦠ↟✕ẖ�”52 This very short 
description of his calligraphy reflected the sublimely spiritual world of a 
Buddhist monk as well as a scribe. However, when examined more carefully, the 
calligraphy of Zhu Fashou’s manuscript reveals a static, hesitant, and over-
cautious nature, one illustration being that the axis of the vertical lines lack fluent 
flow㧔hangqi ⴕ㧕in the composition. This is because the manuscript was a 
copy from a model㧔linxie ⥃ኮ㧕and not an original. 

Meanwhile in 294 CE, Dharmarakśa ┼ᴺ⼔� translated the Acaladharmamudrā 
Sūtra ⡛ᴺශ⛫, at Jiuquan ㈬ᴰ, with Ju Fashou as his scribe. Ju Fashou’s written 
vow was “may the profound dharma be disseminated in ten directions, and the 
great vehicle established forever.”53 In the same year, the other two sūtras 

Tathāgatajñānamudrāsamādhi Stra 崹㏶◿ₘ㢶倢, and Sarvavaipulyavidyāsiddhi 

Stra 崹䉮嶇㡈䷘⸇倢, were also written down by Zhu Fashou. The written 

vow of Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra and Acaladharmamudrā Sūtra is a decisive indicator 

                                                                                                                          
in Sanskrit. ޝਃ⮥⸥㓸ޞ8㧦ޟᜬᔃ⛫⸥╙ච⛫ᓟ⸥ޕ ᄥᐽ৾ᐕਃචᣣޕ 
ιᾆ㐿჻┼ᴺ⼔㐳崹⒉㭄㠖㘗㔎拯ޠ ޕ(CBETA, T55, no. 2145, p. 57, c19-21)    
52 “ᘢශਃᤒỦᣇ╬ቑੑ⛫ᐨ⼭╙ච, “ゲ㗴, ιᾆ⪄⮋ᴕ㐷ᡰᴺ⼔ᚲ, ┼ᴺ㚂╩ฃ, ὑ৻, 
ኮએᵹㅢ, ゲ↪ᷕṭ, ᦠ↟✕ẖ, 㤭นⷹ, ⓥ⟵⿰, ᚗᓸᚗ㘌.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 50 c27- 51 a1.  
53 “రᐽ྾ᐕචੑੑචᣣ(294 CE), ᡰ⪄⮋ᴕ㐷ᦅᴺ⼔, ᣈ㈬ᴰṶᱝ⛫, ᒉሶ┼ᴺ㚂╩ฃ, 
ᱝᷓᴺ᥉ᵹචᣇᄢᏱ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 51 b5-7.  
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that Zhu Fashou was a well-trained professional Buddhist scribe who adhered to 
a solemn bodhicitta�
bodhayecitta�pari�āmya�vow.  

This raises the question: who taught the foreign Indian monk Zhu Fashou to 
write Chinese calligraphy? Was his teacher the senior scribe Nie Chengyuan, 
who had been a member of Dharmarakśa’s translation team for the longest time? 
He was in fact the oldest and probably most skilled scribe and calligrapher in the 

group, Nie Chengyuan certainly would be a chief candidate.᧤Table 4᧥ In order 

to clarify this point, we comprehensively surveyed the records from Sengyou 
Catalogue of the important Buddhist scribes who attended Dharmarakśa’s 
translation team and had written down at least two Buddhist sūtras as listed in 
the Table 3.  

From the Table 4, it clearly shows that the earliest record of Nie Chengyuan 

包㔎拯 in Sengyou Catalogue was his translation of the 

Suvikrāntacintidevaputraparip�ccha Sūtra 檗䦮⮸倢 in 266 CE, and the last record 

was his translation of the Daśabhūmika Sūtra 䇇⌨⒖㤉倢 in 297 CE. The time 

span of his membership of the translation team was at least 30 years. According 

to Sengyou Catalogue, 54 Nie Chengyuan 包㔎拯 was intelligent and possessed a 

firm aspiration to help Dharmarakśa promote Buddhism. He and his son devoted 
most of their lives to transcribing Buddhist texts.55 According to records in the 
Changfang Catalogue,56 Dharmarakśa’s translation project began in 265 CE, the 

first year of the Taishi era, Emperor Wudi of the Western Jin 㣘㷵ガ⮹ⱚ⏒, and 

lasted until 308 CE, the 2nd year of Yongjia, Emperor Huaidi 㣘㒆ガ㻇⢘ℛ. A 

total of 154 sūtras and 309 fascicles juan ☆ were translated by Dharmarakśa. 

Much of the responsibility pertaining to the assistance of the writing translation 
                                                 
54“ೋ⼔ᣈၞᓧᣣ⛫⢫ᧄ⼎, 㗓ᄙ❥㊀, ᤨା჻⡮ᛚ㆙, ਫᦝᱜᢥஈ,ὑੑ, 
ਯᚲொ⛫ᤚ, ᛚ㆙✵ᚽℂ◊ᔒᴺോ,⼔⛫ᄙ෴ᱜὫ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 98 a23-27. 
55“ᷡା჻⡮ᛚ㆙, ሶ⌀, ┼ᴺ㚂, 㒸჻୶,ቊષ⯥, ⯲㓷╬ᛚ⼔ᣦၫ╩᜶, 
⠰⼔ቀቀᚲോ໑એᒄㅢὑᬺ, ⚳りኮ⼎൏ਇ๔ୱ, ⛫ᴺᚲએᑝᵹ᧲ᄐ⠪⼔ਯജ.” Zhenyuan Catalogue. 
T55. 794 a20-24. 
56“ᡰᴕ㐷ᦅ⟜ኤ, ⸒ᴺ⼔,ᧄᆓᡰ, �ㆆၞ⸃ਃච⺆ᦠ, ᓬᄤ┼ᄢ㥳ᧄᇎ⟜㐷⛫, 
ૼ㆐₹㐷,࿃ዬιᾆ, ㆀⒶ┼᳁, ᓟᵡ㓁ᓔᳯᏀ, ᱞᏢᄥᆎరᐕ, ⥋ᙿᏢ᳗ཅੑᐕ, 
㑆ᚲㆄ�ଢ⼎, ⛫ା჻⡮ᛚ㆙ၫ╩ഥ⠡,ゲᦨᄙ, ⠰㜞௯ொ໑⼔৻⊖චㇱ, 
௯ਃ⮥㓸⸥ᱛ�৻⊖ච྾ㇱਃ⊖, ਛ㉾�, 㑳྾ㇱ⿷.” Changfang Catalogue. T49. 
64 c14-23.  
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team was given to Nie Chengyuan “[䂔]≰⭺包㔎拯⪆䷕┸劊☆憇㦏⮩᧤T49. 64 

c19-20),”57 who had been working as a scribe for nearly thirty years before Zhu 

Fashou (292 CE), Bo Yuanxin オ⏒≰, Zhi Fadu 㞾㽤ㄵ ᧤297 CE), Kang Shu ㅆ㸙, 

and Bo Faju オ㽤䌻 (307 CE), joined Dharmarakśa’s translation team. Thirty years 

was unquestionably a long enough period of time for a dedicated and talented 
individual such as Nie Chengyuan to cultivate and achieve a very high level of 
expertise and artistry. He was probably the teacher of the other scribes, both 
Chinese and foreign monks. Who else amongst this group was more qualified 
than he? Dharmarakśa translated these sūtras in Chang’an or Luoyang, two cities 
where Nie Chengyuan was also active. His calligraphic training may have been 
directly influenced by the Central China or Zhong You’s model calligraphy. 

The aforementioned information indicates that Nie Chengyuan was the oldest 
and most skilled calligrapher in Dharmarakśa’s translation team and was active 
until the end of the 3rd century. There is a very distinct possibility that he may 
have taught his students to write the sacred teachings of the Buddha in the 
standard or the clerical script. We can reasonably assume that, after his death, 
Nie Chengyuan’s calligraphy of these Buddhist texts would in fact be copied and 
modeled by other scribes and Buddhists. It is also noteworthy that in the above 
discussion of the scribes and early Buddhist calligraphy, the written vow in the 
colophon of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra 㧔296 CE�, and the Acaladharmamudrā Sūtra 
⡛ᴺශ⛫ 
294 CE�, written by Zhu Fashou, ┼ᴺ㚂�without question proclaims 
that Zhu Fashou was a well-trained professional Buddhist scribe. 

In short, one of the most distinguished calligraphers, who worked as a scribe in 
the translation team of Dharmarakśa ┼ᴺ⼔, was the Chinese Buddhist scribe 
Nie Chengyuan ⡮ᛚ㆙. He played an extremely important role in the translation 
team of Dharmarakśa because most of the translated texts were directly 
transcribed; or he played some other role, in providing assistance to 
Dharmarakśas’ translation team. His calligraphy was probably modeled and 
learned by many foreign scribes in the translation team, and it may be presumed 
that Nie Chengyuan’s own calligraphic style was similar to the manuscript, the 
Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra, which was copied by Zhu Fashou. 

                                                 
57 “㑆ᚲㆄ�ଢ⼎, ⛫ା჻⡮ᛚ㆙ၫ╩ഥ⠡, ゲᦨᄙ.” Changfang Catalogue. T49.64 c19-20. 
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2.3. The Sogdian Buddhist Scribes 

According to the Biography of Eminent Monks 浧⍶⍂, in the Three Kingdoms 

period,᧤220᧩280 CE), there were Buddhist monks from the Western Region of 

Kangju58 with the family name of “Kang ㅆ”or “An ⸘” who were skilled in 

Chinese calligraphy.59 They participated in translation teams to become scribes, 

such as Kang Senghui, ㅆ⍶㦒 (?᧩280 CE), a Sogdian,60 whose ancestors came 

from Kangju ㅆ⻔ in the Western Region.61 ᧤Table 5᧥Kang Senghui ㅆ⍶㦒 was 

an accomplished calligrapher and Buddhist scribe.62 The Sogdian Buddhist 

monks, Kang Shu ㅆ㸙, and Bo Faju オ㽤䌻 transcribed the Lalitavistarasūtra 

㣽㥫倢 in 308 CE.63 These surnames related to their geographical origins, Bo 

Yuanxin オ⏒≰ and Bo Faju オ㽤䌻, having the surname Boオ, came from Kizil. 

Zhi Fadu’s 㞾㽤ㄵ surname indicates he came from Yuezhi, and Kang Shu ㅆ㸙, 

with the surname of Kang, indicates he was a Sogdian from Kangju ㅆ⻔. Both Bo 

Yuanxin オ⏒≰, and Zhi Fadu 㞾㽤ㄵ, collaborated with Nie Chengyuan 包㔎拯 

to transcribe the Daśabhūmikasūtra 䇇⌨⒖㤉倢 in 297 CE. 

The colophon of the Lalitavistara Sūtra from Sengyou Catalogue recorded: 

                                                 
58“ᐽ௯ᦩ. వᐽዬੱ. ዬᄤ┼. ῳ࿃⾘⒖㒎. ᦩᐕච㙍㸁.ੑⷫਗ. એ⥋ᕈ⡞.ᣢ⠰ኅ. 
␔ⴕ↟ፋ.ὑੱᒄ㓷⼂㊂◊ᔒᅢቑ. ✵ਃ⮥ඳౖⷷ. ᄤᢥ✲ᄙᚲ⽾�. ㄕᣈᮥᯏ㗓ጅᢥ⠜. 
ᤨቊᰨⒶᳯᏀ. ⠰ᧂᢎ.ᦩ᰼ㆇᵹ ᄢᴺ.ਫᝄ㍯᧲ㆆ. એ⿒ὖචᐕ (247 CE) ⥋ᑪᬺ. 
ῌ┙⨆⨙⸳ⴕ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 96 b1-7; ”㉾ᦅ⺼. ᆓᐽ. వᐽዬੱ. ṽ㕆Ꮲᤨ⒖㒝ਛ. 
₰Ꮲᧃ⒖ᱛ⛂咗” Biography of Eminent Monks, T50.370, c24-25. 
59 Wang Naidong. ₺ਫ1991. ⛕⛶ਯ〝⥜ਛᦠᴺ⮫ⴚ: ၞᦠᴺผ✁ 㧔Silk Road and Chinese 
Calligraphic Art: Outline History of Western Region Calligraphy), ᣂ⇴ੱ᳃ ␠ Xinjiang People's 
Publishing House, Wulumuqi.p.88. 
60 Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 96 b1-7.  
61“ᦩᣈᑪೋኹ⼎⛫ᴺ, 㒙㔍ᔨᒫ⛫, ㏜㕙₺ኤᓸ₺⊞₺⛫, ຠᐲ㓸, ਗᅱᓧ⛫㜚ᢥ⟵మᱜ, 
ᵈ⥸ᗧᴺ㏜᮸ਃ⛫, ਗ⛫ᐨ, ㄓ⿰㓷⿉⟵ᣦᓸኒ, ਗ㊀ᓟ, ᦩએᱞᏢᄥᐽరᐕත 㧔280 
CE) .” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 97 a12-17. 
62“ᐽ௯ᦩ, వᐽዬੱ, ዬᄤ┼, ῳ࿃⾘, ⒖, ᦩᐕච㙍㸁ℛ尹₵俑, ⥋ቁ⇙ኅ, ൢⴕ↟ፋ, 
ὑੱᒄ㓷⼂㊂, ◊⥋ᅢቑ, ⸃ਃ⮥, ඳⷷ⛫, ᄤᢥ✲ᄙᚲ⛱�, ㄕᣈᮥᯏ㗓ጅᢥ⠜,”Biography of 
Eminent Monks, T50. 325 a13-17. 
63 T55.0048b28.  
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“on the day upo�adha 㦻燚, in the fifth month of the year wuchen (㒙房), the 2nd 

year of the Yongjia reign (308 CE), the bodhisattva śrama�a Fahu 㽤帆 was at the 

Tianshui Monastery, where he held the foreign (hu-version) text in his hand, and 
delivered it into Chinese orally. The śrama�a Kangshu and Bo Faju were scribes, 

and they wrote down the (bishou ䷕♦) texts.”64  

㣽㥫倢 “㻇⢘ℛ ᧤308 CE᧥⮹㸁⦷㒙房℣㦗㦻燚, 噸堸㼨栏㽤帆⦷⮸㻃⺉, 

㓚⪆印㦻, ♲⸲㣘岏, 㣑䷕♦劔, 㼨栏ㅆ㸙, オ㽤ぷ.” 

Since both Kang Shu ᐽᱶ, who was Sogdian, and Bo Faju Ꮱᴺ, who came 
from the Western Region, joined the translation team as scribes to transcribe the 
Buddhist texts into Chinese, they may have learned and studied Chinese 
calligraphy previously for many years.  

A point to consider concerning the identity of the Buddhist scribes from the list 
in Table 2, is that there was an increasing number of scribes from the Western 

Region who joined Dharmarakśa’s translation group after Zhu Fashou 䶉㽤氥. 

From the late Eastern Han onwards, the Sogdians immigrated to the Central 
Plain along the Hexi Corridor and inter-married with the Chinese.65 They were 
astute merchants conducting business along the Silk Road, and were also 
accomplished horsemen, hunters, and craftsmen.66 In the Northern and Southern 

Dynasties, the term “Hu” 印 or “Zhaowu Jiuxing” 㢼㷵⃬Ɫ, referred to the nine 

family names of the Sogdians and represented families of the same origin, 

Kangju, such as Kang ㅆ, He ⇤, Shi ⚁, Shi 䪂, Cao 㦈, Mi 伂, An ⸘… etc.67 

(Table 4) 

                                                 
64“᥉ᦐ⛫, ᳗ཅੑᐕᄥ㸁⦷㒙房℣㦗, ᧄ㥲⪄⮋ᴕ㐷ᴺ⼔, ᄤ᳓ኹ, ᚻၫ⢫ᧄญት⸒, ᤨ╩ฃ⠪, 
ᴕ㐷ᐽᱶᏡᴺᏂ.” Sengyou Catalogue, T55. 48 b28-c1. 
65 Wu Yugui ⛂䘘彃 1997. ᶭᎺ☿․⢫ੱ᳁ኅᣖ⎇ⓥ㧔Research on the Sogdian An Family of Liangzhou), 
Journal of Tang Studies, 1997-3, ർ੩ᄢቑ Peiking University, Beijing. p. 303. 
66 It was said that Zhu Geliang ⻉⪾੫ cooperated with Sogdians to defeat Cao Cao ᦡᠲ in the Three 
Kingdoms periods. 
67 Wu Yugui ⛂䘘彃 1997. p.303. 
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Table 5: Sogdiana 㧔the region around Samarkand that straddles modern-
day Tajikistan and Uzbekistan㧕 as the Nine Jeweled Clans 㧔zhaowu jiuxing 
ᤘᱞᆓ㧕 

Clan Chinese Regions in Central Asia 

An ⸘  Bukhara  

Cao  㦈  Kabudhan, Gubdan ᧤north of the Zerafshan River᧥ 

He  ⇤  Kushaniyah ᧤between Samarkand and Bukhara᧥ 

Kan ㅆ  Samarkand  

Mi  伂  Maimurgh᧤either southeast of the Zerafshan River or Panjikent᧥ 

Shi  ⚁  Kesh ᧤modern Shahrisabz᧥ 

Shi  䪂  Chach ᧤modern Tashkent 

From Valerie Hansen, The Impact of the Silk Road Trade on a Local 
Community: The Turfan Oasis, 500-800㧕  

2.3.1. Kang Fashi ᐽᴺ⼂ᐽᴺ⼂ᐽᴺ⼂ᐽᴺ⼂ 

According to records from Buddhist literary resources, some types of script 
which were used for Buddhist calligraphy were standard script Zhengshu ᱜᦠ, 
cursive ⨲ᦠ, and cursive-clerical Caoli ⨲㓯.68 As cursive script was in the early 
4th century that the now famous and accomplished Wang Xizhi, 
₺⟺ਯ㧔ca.303㧙361 CE�� under the influence of cursive style by Wang Xizhi, a 
type of faster writing “cursive-clerical” was developed. According to the 
Biography of Eminent Monks, there were two Sogdianas from the Western Region, 
Kang Fashi ᐽᴺ⼂and Kang Xin ᐽᤅ, contemporaries of Wang Xizhi 
₺⟺ਯ㧔ca.303㧙361 CE�,69 who were both famous for copying Buddhist sūtras 
and skilled at writing Caoli ⨲㓯. The public was very impressed by their style of 
calligraphy. They had the ability to copy the Wang Xizhi style so precisely that it 
was impossible to distinguish theirs from the real thing.70 There are no existing 
manuscripts or fragments of Kang Fashi ᐽᴺ⼂�or Kang Xin ᐽᤅ that have been 
                                                 
68 See Appendix 4 in TSUI Chung-hui (2010) PhD thesis, p.423-425.   
69 “ᐽᴺ⼂ 㧔c.374㧕੦⟵ቑਯഞ, ⠰એ⨲㓯⍮ฬ, ཏㆄᐽᤅ, ᤅ⥄⻐╩ㆊ⼂, ⼂ᤅฦฝァ⨲, 
றੱ┘એὑ⽻, ⩨ਯ⢻, ኮ⌔⛫↟㊀ਯ,” Biography of Eminent Monks, T50.348, b2-5㧕 
70 Ibid. 
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found to date, but given what is stated as historical record, it may logically be 
presumed that the Buddhist scribes from the Western Region were quite capable 
of writing high quality Chinese calligraphy in the 4th century which was at an 
equally high level as that of the calligraphic sage Wang Xizhi. 

2.3.2. An Huizeᘢೣ㧔ᘢೣ㧔ᘢೣ㧔ᘢೣ㧔307-313㧕㧕㧕㧕  

As legend has it, a copy of the Mahāprajñāpāramitā Sūtra made in Standard Script 
was written by a Sogdian Buddhist monk, An Huize ᘢೣ�
active ca. 307㧙313 
CE, a contemporary of Dharmarakśa�. The “Biography of Eminent Monks” states 
that71 An Huize was not a scholarly and determined boy but, upon reaching 
adulthood, he went on to become famous for his eloquence and skill at writing 
Standard Script calligraphy ᱜᦠ� during the Yongjia reign at the Dashi 
Monastery ᄢᏒኹ� in Luoyang.72 At one point he made a copy of the larger 
version of the Mahāprajñāpāramitā Sūtra ᄢຠ⛫㧔⸹⥸⧯ᵄ⟜Ᵽ⛫�, totaling ten 
volumes of work,73 on a particular variety of very fine silk for the purpose of 
making it as an offering. The characters of his writing were small, the size of 
beans, yet they could still be clearly read.74 He sent his manuscript on silk as a 
gift to a military general, Zhou Min 㑇, who was a pious Buddhist in the 
Western Jin.75 Every indication from historical records indicates that An Huize 
studied and learned Chinese calligraphy during the late 3rd century in Central 
China. It would seem so unlikely as to make it almost an impossibility that his 

                                                 
71 “ᘢೣ,ᧂ᳁ᣖ, ዋήᕡᕈථ⇣ੱ⠰Ꮏᱜᦠༀ⺣ฯ, ᳗ཅਛᄤਅ∉∛, ೣ᤺ᄛ⺈, 
㗿ᄤ㒠⮯એᗡ⪦᳃, ৻ᣣኹ㐷ౌ⍹ᒻᅤ↛,  ೣ⇼ᤚ⇣‛, ข⋴ਯ, ᨐ᳓⏶, ∛⠪㘶⩨ਇ⊝ᗡ, 
ᓟᱛᵡ㓁ᄢᏒኹ, ᚻ⥄⚦ᦠ�❄ኮᄢຠ⛫৻ㇱ, วὑ৻, ሼᅤዊ⼺,⠰ಽน⼂, ಠච㙍ᧄ, 
એ৻ᧄ⥜᳭ධખᥓᆄ⢫Უ᳁ଏ㙃, ⢫Უㆊᳯ㥳⛫⥄㓣, ᓟὑἴἫᚲᑧ, ୖතਇᥜข⛫,ᖤᵅᙦᗎ, 
ἫᕷᓟਫᣈἯਛᓧਯ, 㚂ゲ㗷⦡৻ή⯹៊, ᣈᤨห⡞⠪⩨ਇㅂ㇎ᡷା, ᱝ⛫੩Ꮷ◲㕏ኹ㚂ዦ⯪, 
ᤨᵡ㓁ᐽᘢᜬ⠪, ੦⇣ㅢ㕆,” Biography of Eminent Monks, T50. 389 b9-22  
72 Pearl Forest in Dharma Garden, ᴺ⧞⃨ᨋ T53. 0417b05. 
73 The larger version Mahāprajñāpāramitā Sūtra ᄢຠ⛫ copied by An Huize was probably the version 
translated by Dharmarak�a ┼ᴺ⼔ in 286 C.E., it was Pañcavi�śati-sāhasrikā-prajñāramita శ⼭⛫㧔T 
222.8.147a㧙216b.㧕 in ten fascicles with a total of 25,000 lines. 
74 Biography of Eminent Monks, T50. 389 b9-22.  
75 “㑇, ᳭ධੱ, ⼔ァዂァ, ᄺᴺ, ⯃ፋਯㇺ㇁ੱ჻⊝᧲Ṍㆫ, 㑇ኅᄢຠ৻ㇱ, 
એඨਂ⚛ⷒᦠਯ, 㙍⛫ᢞྱ, ᄢຠ੦㔈ਛ, ᣢ⇧ㆱ㔍༞ⴕਇ⢻ᓧ⋘ᜬ, 
ዕᗂᄢຠਇ⍮ྱਛ, ୖතᙥ, ਇዷ៓࿁གྷງ, ਇⷵᄢຠᔮ⥄ᄖ, 㑇㛳༑ᜬ, ᳁ㆀਯ, 
ዏ, ৻崹℠, ᇚ⢫Უ᳁⚛ᦠᄢຠ, ⚛ᑝኸ, ⠰ᄢຠ৻ㇱ⋘Ὣ, ਗ⥡, ㌁↜⾂ਯ, 
ਗ✠ᣈᷓ▿, ᳗ཅਯ⢫Უዂㆱධᅁ, ⛫⥡⥄▿ᄖ, ࿃ขᙿਯએᷰᳯ᧲, ཏㆄἫਇᥜข⛫, 
ደ⋘ἫṌᓧਯᣈἯῘਯਅ, ఫὼᅤ, ᦩⓀ₺ሶዞᦦ㔕, ᳞એଏ㙃, ᓟཏᥳᣂᷪኹ, ഏᢘ㔕, 
ᦦⷫᱝ⛫, ሼᅤ㤗ᄢᏁኒಽ, ᣂᷪኹᄤᤚ, ᱝ⛫⬄ᓧ௯㉾ᘢೣᚲኮ,ᚗ, ཏ◲㕏ኹ, 
㕏㚂ዦ⼛⺍ਯ” Pearl Forest in Dharma Garden ᴺ⧞⃨ᨋ, T53. 417b. 
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Standard Script calligraphic style was not influenced by the Zhong You 
tradition.76 

3. Conclusion  

Before the invention of printing technology, the ancient books, or Buddhist texts, 
were all dependent on scribes for copying. Despite their immeasurable 
importance, these scribes remain unknown and were ignored by historians or art 
historians. In the process of spreading Buddhism into China, Buddhist monks, 
translators, scribes, and members of the laity joined translation teams to translate, 
write down, or copy Buddhist texts. Examining of the calligraphic styles of 
Buddhist manuscripts based on an analysis of early Buddhist scriptures before 
500 CE and the calligraphic styles used by Central Asian Buddhist translators 
and scribes in copying Buddhist texts, it can be concluded that the Standard 
Script was the main writing script form used in copying sacred sūtras before the 
5th century. In this paper, we also explored the identity of some important 
Central Asian Buddhist scribes during the period when Buddhism was initially 
transmitted into China. 

                                                 
76Sun Chuanpo ቊொᵄ. 2007. ᣏ㗅ඳ‛㙚⮥ฯ㞉⇟ർᦺᤨᦼ⛫ᱼ ᦠ㜚តḮ 㧔Origin of the 
Calligraphy of the Buddhist Manuscripts of the Northern Dynasty Unearthed from Turfan in  Lüshun  
Museum Collection), ᄢㅪᢥ‛, 2007-11, http://www.whj.dl.gov.cn/info/158883_179189.vm.  
“ወᣈኮ⛫㜚⊛ᦠᴺ․⦡�ૼᣇኅᄙ⺰ㅀ.⊛ὑ’ᤚᓬ㓯ᭃⴖ⼠ㆊ⒟ਛ, ᒻᒻ⦡⦡⊛ᭃᦠ㜚’,  
⊛ὑኮ⛫㜚ᤚ㓯ᦠ㜚ะᭃ㜚⊛ㆊᷰ, ૉᄙᢞ⺰⠪ᤚᓬᦠᴺ․㤭⊛ⷺᐲૼಽᨆ, 
ᄙએᢕᾆኮ⛫ὑ▸ᧄૼㅴⴕ⎇ⓥ, ᓛዋ�ฯ㞉⇟ർᦺኮ⛫㜚⊛ౕ㜚․㤭⥜ᦠ㜚ਯḮ.” 
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Figure 4. The earliest existing Buddhist manuscript, the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra, 
嶇⇪尐楕倢 dated 296 CE, was found at the Buddhist site, Toyuq, in Turfan in 
1908. 

From : Chinese Calligraphy, p.147. 
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Figure 1a. Fragments of the Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra 嶇⇪尐楕倢, Ink on paper. 

Dated 296 CE (the 6th year of Yuankang reign in the Western Jinరᐽᐕ), 
excavated from Toyuq, Turfan. 

(The picture was reconstructed from several fragments of the Buddhasa∝g×ti 
Stra. The largest one on the left went missing after it was first published in 1915 
in the Seiiki kōko zufu. The 14 smaller fragments on the right were rediscovered 
during a research project conducted by the Lüshun Museum and the Ryukoku 
University Library from 2003 to 2006.) 

From: ᣏ㗅ඳ‛㙚⮥ᣂ⇴ṽᢥ⛫ㆬ♑ (Selections of Chinese Buddhist 
Manuscripts from Lushun Museum Collection) p.2 
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Figure 5. The colophon of Buddhasa∝g×ti Stra  

It records that “Nie Chengyuan took down in writing bishou; and the upādhyāya 
disciple, śrama�a Zhu Fashou ┼ᴺ㚂 bi [wrote, copy].” 

 .ޠ╩⡮ᛚ㆙ᒉሶᴕ㐷┼ᴺ㚂ޟ

From : Nigensha, 1967. Rikuchō shakei shū ᦺኮ⛫㓸㧔Collection of Buddhist 
Manuscripts of the Six Dynasties�, p.1. 
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Figure  6. The Sūtra on the Metaphor, 巻⡊倢⒉ㅲ䆣❐  

Dated the first year of Ganlu reign in the Former Qin (359 CE). 

359.24 x 239.3 mm, ink on paper, (figure from Chinese Calligraphy, p.170) 
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Figure 4. Evolution of styles of Chinese calligraphy 

The transformation of various scripts from Clerical Script in the Han Dynasty 
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Figure 5. Dhammapada 㽤♴倢, attributed to Zhi Qian’s 㞾嶨translation. 

135 cm × 24.9 cm, scroll, ink on yellow hemp paper煒煊侨, 

Gansu Provincial Museum collection, 

From᧶Xu Zufan 䯥塸, 1985, 㟵䏛按㦇㦇㽤指 (Selection of Dunhuang 

Manuscripts Calligraphy) 
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Figure 5a. Enlargement of  
calligraphy of Dhammapada  

ᴺฏ⛫ᴺฏ⛫ᴺฏ⛫ᴺฏ⛫ 

Figure 5b. Biography of Sun  
Quan (in History of the Kingdom 

 of Wu) ਃᔒ⛂㉦ⷺ㶙⍂, retaining  

strong influence from the  
writing of bamboo slips. 

 

Figure 6. Portrait of Zhong You 

From: Shodō zenshū, V.3, p.24. 
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Figure 6a. Rubbing of Zhong You Memorial Recommending Jhi zhi ⮈ቄ⋥, 

12.6 x 40.4 cm 

Wei of Three Kingdoms, 221 CE, was a work of the later phase by Zhong You, 

From Zhen Shang Zhai Tie ⌀⾨㥲Ꮭ, a model calligraphy book of the Ming 
dynasty, Palace Museum, Beijing. 

From: Shodō zenshū, V.3, p.111. 


